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A NOTE .O~ NEARLY COMPACT SPACES

By SUK GEUN HWANG

1. Intr04u~tion.

There are well known properties that if S is a compact subset Qf an arbi
trary topological space then every infinite subset of S has an ~ccup;lUlation.

point in S, and that the intersection of any descending chain of closed
susetsts of a compact space is not empty.

The purpose of the present note is to characterize the analogous proper
ties in the nearly compact case using the concept of w-accumulation' intro-
dueed io:-ffi+··· .....+-_ - - .. ·-..---- .

A topological space is nearly compact if and only if every regular open.
cover of it admits a finite subcover ([2J Theorem 2. 1) .

2. Characterization of nearly compact spaces.

In [4J, Travis Thomson introduced the concept of w-convergence and
that of w-aceumulation of a filter (of a net) in a topological space in order
to characterize nearly compact spaces. In this paper we will use the term
"w-acCllm~tion poi~t of a sef', an.d with which concept we are to give
the theore~s. .

DEFINITION 1. [3J Let S be a subset of a topological space X. By a to

a~ulation point of S we shall m~al} a point x in X having the propelity'
that every regQJ.ar open n~ighbourhood. of x intersects $.

DEFINITION 2. [lJ A subset S of a topological space (X, 't) is called N
closed relative to 't if any cover of S by T-open sets admits a finite subcol-·
lection the interior of closure ofwmch covers S. Interiors and closures are·
with, respect to 't•

.Lem~ 2. 1 of, [lJ says that S is N-clo~ relative, to r if and .. oQ.ly if ey~
ry cover of S by regular open sets in r admits a finite, su~v.er.. It is alsG
noted. in [lJ that, by this. termiJlolo~, (X, r) is n~dy CQQlpact if, anci
only if it is N-closed relative to T.
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Other various properties about N-closedness relative to r can be found in
'Section 2 of Cl].

Anywise, we can easily know that every nearly Colnpact suhspace (with
respect to the relative topology) of (X,1:) is N-closed relative to 1:, since
the intersection of any r-regular open set with it is regular open in the
relative topology.

DEFINITION 3. A subset S of a topological space is called w-closed if S =

d..,8. where eIwS denotes the set of all w-accumlation pointS of S.

THEOREM 1. If S is an arbitrary N-closed subset of a topological space,
.then every infinite subset of S has a w-accumulation point of it in S.

Proof. Let T be a given infinite subset of S. Suppose that T has no w
accumulation point in S, then to each point xES there corresponds some
regular open neighhowhood U", of x such that (U:l;- {x}) nT=D. Now
the collection of all such regular open sets as given above forms a cover of
S. Since S is N-closed, there exists a finite number of points Xh •••, X n in S
'Such that U",!, •••, U"," cover S. So we have Tc U"'l U... U U~ll. But since at
most one point of T can be contained in each of U",!, k=l, •.•, n, T must
be finite. This contradicti~mleads Wl tQ, the req~red cqnclusion.

THEOREM 2. Let X be a nearly compact space, and let Sl=:JS2::J···::JSn ::J···
be a descending chain of w-closed subsets of X, then the intersection of all Sn
for 11=1,2, ••• is not empty.

Proof. Choose a point xnESn for each n=l, 2, ••., then X n will have a
w-accumulation point Xo in X by Theorem 1, since X is nealy compact
and hence it is N-closed.

On the other han~ for each k. 1,2, .•., Xo becomes a w-accumulation
point of {Xi, XHI> •••} also, hence of Si. Since each Si is w-closed, we know
that xoESi for each k, hence that the intersection of all Si is not empty.
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